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State actors, private influence operators and grassroots groups are all exploiting the 
openness and reach of the Internet to manipulate populations at a distance, 
extending their decades-long struggle for “hearts and minds” via propaganda, 
influence operations and information warfare. Computational propaganda fueled 
by AI makes matters worse.

The structure and propagation patterns of these attacks have many similarities to 
those seen in information security and computer hacking. The Credibility Coalition’s 
MisinfosecWG working group is analyzing those similarities, including information 
security frameworks that could give the truth-based community better ways to 
describe, identify and counter misinformation-based attacks. Specifically, we place
misinformation components into a framework commonly used to describe 
information security incidents. We anticipate that our work will give responders the 
ability to transfer other information security principles to the misinformation 
sphere, and to plan defenses and countermoves . 

Abstract

Our methodology is to analyze known misinformation attacks to identify their 
components. What are the atomic actions in propaganda attacks? How do actions 
combine to form larger events, including more complex actions and attacks? How 
do the instances of attacks and actions combine to form campaigns?

We then place those components into a framework (e.g. ATT&CK) commonly used 
to describe information security incidents. The outputs from the group include a 
misinfosec threat matrix designed for use by “Blue Teams” considering options for 
defense and counter-attack, and by “Red Teams” anticipating future attack types.

Methodology

Get involved with Credibility Coaltion:

• https://github.com/credcoalition/community-site/wiki/How-to-Help

Read the Misinfosec Working Group Mission:

• https://github.com/credcoalition/community-site/wiki/MisinfoSec-(The-Intersection-of-Misinformation-and-

InfoSec)

Contact us:

• walker@marvelous.ai

• sarajterp@gmail.com

Join the Effort

We’ve started the work of adapting information security frameworks for 
misinformation tracking and counters, but there is much work still to do. The 
information security field has decades of experience that we can draw on in our 
work, but there have been enough differences between the fields for us to create a 
new framework, albeit one based on ATT&CK. Challenges we anticipate in this work 
include epistemology, working across multiple very different fields of research, 
defining and naming different levels and stages of ‘attack’; persuading people that 
information security frameworks are already about human influence systems, and 
legal and ethical constraints on response.

This paper focusses on the idea of mapping misinformation to infosec frameworks. 
Next we complete these frameworks, to understand how we would test and 
implement specific defenses, before implementing and testing them. Please join 
us! You don’t have to be an infosec person to help: we have lots of small tasks
(like finding and describing classic large-scale misinformation ‘attacks’). Along the 
way, we’re hoping that more infosec people will understand misinformation better, 
and more misinformation people will learn about techniques we can apply from a 
parallel field. 

Main Takeaways

Table 1. Different Approaches to Misinformation Produce Different Stage Mappings

Table 2. Fragment of MITRE’s ATT&CK Framework – A matrix of tactics and counter-measures for infosec

Figure 1. Completed template. This structured 
approach supports a more principled analysis of 

common TTPs, better supporting Misinfosec Planning

Table 3. Cataloguing incidents allows for 
template building and taxonomizing in pursuit 
of TTPs (Tactics, Techniques and Procedures)
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